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We all experience gut feelings, unexplainable coincidences, or a sense of being pulled in a 
certain direction. This is intuition, our innate, built-in navigation system. What if you could tap 
into your own intuition and apply, with intention, that same knowledge to every part of your 
life? “Book of Evidence: Proof your angels are with you” validates that by connecting and 
communicating with our inner messengers, or “angels,” we can identify and understand how they 
guide us through our daily lives to unlock potential and achieve fulfilling relationships. Certified 
Angel Intuitive Devon Duerr will teach you how to recognize, document, and organize these 
intuitive experiences, recording the “evidence” so that you can learn to trust yourself better. The 
guidebook contains customized intuition and energetic influence trackers, along with other tools 
to help you follow and confirm you are receiving signs from your angels and connecting with your 
intuitive abilities. Love, adore, journal, and create in your Book of Evidence!

Devon Duerr is an accomplished intuition coach, speaker, and writer. Using her degree in Accounting and Business 
Administration, Devon worked as a small-business consultant for 16 years before embracing her aptness for intuition 
and channeling that passion to help others identify and grow their intuitive abilities. She holds certifications as an 
Angel Intuitive, Angel Card Reader, Animal Communicator, and Reiki Master, with training in Emotional Freedom 
Technique (EFT/Tapping) and the Scalar Wave Method for promoting energy healing. Devon is the author of “Is it a 
Sign? How to recognize signs and discover their meaning,” and her latest work, “Book of Evidence: Proof your angels 
are with you,” which features journaling methods for developing and tracking intuitive abilities, advancing personal 
growth toward goals, organization and connection with Divine guidance.
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